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1. INTRODUCTION: In this work, numerical analysis of system power budget is performed
far radio link design and transmission planning purposes in cellular networks. The behavior of
three different frequencies; 10,5 GHz, 23 GHz and 38 GHz are examined under the influence
of such parameters like transmitter power output IwcI, rain rate, fog density, distance,
polarization we, antema radius, temperame, foliage deplh and etc. Received power lcvcls are
measured, calculated and reponed for different radio link types and environmental conditions.
A nnv program is developed in order to make system power budget analysis and design better
microwave radio links. Measured and calculated value^ are compared, and the reasons of
possible differences between them are investigated and interrogated.
11. FORMULATION OF SYSTEM POWER BUDGET The formulas used in the program
to calculate the behavior of parameters causing the variations in system power budget (Figure
I) will be given and explained here. System loss i s the most important concept to deal with and
it is defined as the combination of all the losses in the transminer power of a radio link
including propagation loss, conncctor, cable and feeder losses minus the total of parabolic
antenna gains used. For the proper functioning of a radio link, the ellipsoid covered by the First
Fresnel zone should contain no obstacle disturbing the power delivered to the receiver end [3].

’ (I) is the final form of microwave parabolic antenna gain in

G=

y.1

= 5 and D = 2 r . ARer convening to
2
f
units of frequency and putting in dB form: g = 17.39027 + 2Olog D + 20 log f (2) in dB.
terms of watts where A, = rl, A , nil, =

It i s well known that, in microwave communication systems, transmission loss is
accounted for principally by the free space 101s. The frequency and distance dependence of the

loss between two isotropic

antenna^

is expressed as: A, =

(F)’[?Iz
=

(3)in watts.

Equation(3)isalsoputindBformar:oo =92.44178+20logd+20lagf ( 4 ) i n d B [4].
Gaseous losses occur when molecules of Oxygen ( O ] ) .water vapor (H20)
and olher
gaseous atmospheric COnStiNentS absorb waves traveling lhrough the atmosphere. These IOSECS
are greater at eemin frequencies coinciding with the mechanical resonant frequencies of the
gas molecules. For current technology, impanant absorption peaks occur a1 24 GHz and 60
GHz. Gaseous loss is calculated by using the formulas offered by ITU-R P.676-3 which gives
approximate estimation of gaseous attenuation for a limited range of meteorological conditions
and a limited variety a f geometrical configurations [ I , 61.
Microwave propagation is also affected by rain. Raindrops are roughly the same size
as the signal wavelengths, and cause attenuation of the radio signal. In the program, rain
attenuation Y n ,for the frequency, polarization and rain rate of inlerest is obtained from Ihe
power-law relationship given as: yn0,. = k x

R;

( 5 ) whers R is the rain rate in “ih.p

1%) is the percentage oftime the rate R is exceeded. k and a are the regression coeficients.
The regression coefficients in equation (5) are calculated by:
+ (k, - k,)cos’ Bcos2r1/2 (6)

k = [k, + k ,

a = [ k H a H+ k , a , + ( k , a ,

-k,a,)cos’ecos2r1/2k
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( 7 ) where

0 is Ihe path

elevation angle and r i s the polarization tilt angle relative to the honzontal. For linear vertical
or horizontal polarizations used for lransmissian with the radio links, the polarization tilt angle
r , (0' < I < 180') describes the orientation of the electric field v e ~ t o rwith r ~ p e c tot the
local horizontal at the BTS. a n d r

= 90° for venical po1a"ration and I = 0' far horizontal

polarization. Path elevation angle: 0 = 0'. as it is assumed that the angle of either arrival or
launchwiththegroundisO0[I,5].
An estimate of the rain loss exceeded for %O. 01 of the fime is: nRoln
= ynstndg(8)
in dB where

1
and d - 3 p O ' % .
den = __
0 1 + dJd,

In order to make an estimation of attenuation due to fog: yFDg= K , M (9) is used

where K, is the specific attenuation coefficient for fog. M i s the liquid water density in the
fag and are calculated by the formulas given by ITU-R P.840-2. The liquid water density in fog
is 'ypically about 0.05 gim' far medium fog (visibility of the order of 300 m) and 0.5 g/m' foi
thiekfog(viribililyaftheordcraf50m) [I, 21.
Foliage loss i s calculated by the empincal relationship that has been developed for the

f o'd,0'6(10) in

case where the foliage depth i s less than 400 meters given by: alOliage
= 0.2

dB where

f

applies for

d, < 400m 12).

is the frequency in MHz, d , is the depth of foliagc transversed in meters and

Cable loss i s another faclor that should be considered especially for radio link systems
having antennas mounted over the top af tall towers and the length of cable used is very long.
The cable loss also depends on the qualily of he cable used. In our digital radio link design
program, cabls loss will be assumed to be 3 dB for 100 meters. Feeder, cmnector and any
other loss facton are considered as the additional losses and are assumed to be any value
considered by the transmision planner.
111. PROGRAM AND MEASUREMENT METHOD The program has hvo windows used
to enter the information concerning the radio link hop: "radios" and "basics" windows. In
"radios" window, i t is possible to select the radio link 'ype out ofthree available. When a radio
link 'ype is selected, the maximum transmitter and receiver lhreshold power far BER 10' are
automatically selected. However, in order to observe the characteristics of a radio link 'ype
more specifically, it i i possible to increase or decrease these values by the program. "Basics"
window gives specific information regarding the radio link. It is possible to give a name to the
radio link hop, enter the names and altihlder of near and far ends of the link. Unavailability
percentage for rain loss Calculation, hop length. rain rate, fog densily. foliage depth,
temperature of the location and additional losscs are entered by using the tentboxes of each
one. Land type, mode ofdiversily, p r ~ t e ~ t i omethod
n
and polakation type are also chosen in
this window. Antenna diameters of parabolic antennas and RF cable lengrhr at each end of the
link should also be entered.
When "calculate" bunan is clicked, "system power budget analysis" window appears.
In this window, one may observe free space, gaseous, rain. fog. foliage, cable. additional
losses, and antenna gains in terms of dB. System loss, power at the receiver end and fade
margin are also calculated.
In order to measure the receiver power levels, two methods are used (Figure 6). First
one is to connect a wallmeter to the outdoor unit. which i s connected to the back of the
parabolic antenna. Thc power measured here is in walls, which can be convened into dB form
171. But here, the influence of cable loss is not included since the measurement is made at the
outdoor unit. The second method is to conned lacally with a computer to the indoor unit of the
radio link through RS232 port available. By using spccisl software, all of lhe information
regarding the radio link can be hken including the received power level in dBm. The receiver
power I ~ v s B
are usually different at each side of the link since the cable lengths, antenna
diameters or the other parameters may differ at each end.
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IV. NUMERICAL R E S U L T S Some numerical results are taken from the program in order 10
show the influence of such parameters to the behavior of the links. As free space loss depends
an frequency and distance directly, that is higher for 38 GHz than 23 GHz, and higher for 23
GHm than 10,s GHz as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 5 shows the total p o u loss for three different radio links under 1013 hPa,
lS°C and HiO density of 7.5 gim . The total gaseous 105s is the highest for 23 GHz and the
lowest far 10.5 GHz. In fact, 0,loss is higher for 38 GHr than 23 GHr, but for water vapor the
reverse is true and the total amount of loss is more for 23 GHz. Figure 4 shows vanation of rain
loss with frequency and polarization type for rain rate of 51.4 mmih. Rain loss i s the highest
for 38 GHz honzonlal polarization and the lowest for 10,s G H r vertical polanzatian.
Polarization type only affects the rain loss out of all the losses in the radio link power and the
amount oflarr increases if horizontal polarization is used.
The vanation of fag loss i s shown with Figure 3 for 1013 hPa of air pressure and 0.5
s/m’ of fog density. Fog loss increases with frequency and decreases with the increase in
temperarure.
In order to compare the numerical data taken from the program with the measured
Y ~ U C S . eight different radio link hops were examined for three different conditions; 33‘C
without rain, I7’C with 22.4 “/h o f n i n rate and 2l0C with 78.5 m“ of rain rate, all with
vertical polanration and the maximum tranSmilter powers available (16 dBm for 38 GHz, 18
dBm for 23 GHz and 25 dBm for 10.5 GHz). Table I gives the measured and calculated values
for 3 different links. The maximum range of a 38 GHz radio link is found to be 4,8 Km if
vertical polarization i s used and 3,8 Km if horizontal polarization is preferred far Adana
Region. In 23 GHm band, 12,3 Km i s the maximum for venical and 9.7 Km is the maximum for
horiranlal polarization. Thesc Y S ~ U C I are found far average annual rain rate. temperamre and
fog density of Adam Region. those are 51.8 “h.ZO‘C, and O S pim’. The calculated and
measured values at the receiver ends are not equal to each other, however the w i a t i a n between
each other i s less than the defined limits. The maximum percentage of variation i s %8,22 far
the RL hops examined and %IO is the upper limit of tolerance. The reasons are the length of
cables, the vanations of path elevation and polarization tilt angles, possible foliages between
the antennas for 10,s GHr, reflections from the ground and ere.
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